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This invention ‘relates to- Ea carrier. mi 
for beverages and the like which carrier ispar- ~ ‘ 
ticularly adapted for carrying bottles from “the 
retail trade ‘to ‘the ultimate consumer. ‘ " 

It is amainj object of the invention to provide‘ 
a bottlev carrier composed vof-cardboarc'i"and 
the like so folded as to provide a convenientfca'rry-I 
ing means‘ needed totransport bottles one 
place to another. 

It is a further objectlvof my invention torpro-g 
vide a bottle carrier whichlcan‘be applied to‘ botéf 
tles while they are still in‘ the original~ case‘ancl' 
adapted to lift the ‘bottles out of the usual case; 

without further. manipulation. , I, I Another object of the inventionlies in the'pr‘o 

vision of a ‘bottle carrierarranged to [permit 
theconvenient packaging ‘of bottles with a mini-1 
mum of handling thereof thereby lessening the 
labor required to arrange vsuch bottles in sale 
able groups. ‘ ~ 

Further objects of the ‘invention,’ not "specif 
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bottler or shipper normally delivers-'thewvbottled; 
goods to‘ theretailer in case‘ lots, each'rcase hav4 
ing twelweroritwenty-four ‘battles. The retailer 
th'en ordinarily‘ sells: the bottled goods to the 
ultimate consumer-in groups of six bottles. In 
order to- p'ackage the goods for the consumer, the 
bottles mustbe removed from thecase and must 
lbe'placedtin suitablepackages or containers. My 
improved device is merely slipped over the bot- 
tles in their normal vertical position-in the ease, 
the ,camer'islifted, and there is instantly avail 
ablesa convenient package to be handed to the 
consumer so. that hemay carry it on his way: -' 
"The preferred embodiment of mybottle car» 

nor‘! is made from a flat‘ sheet of cardboard and 
is‘ provided with‘ a plurality of bottle 1 embracing 

0; holes :1 and “a. hand hole 3, ‘Initially, ‘the card 
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ically mentioned here, will become apparent from 
the detailed description and the claim which 
follows reference being had to the accompanying 
drawings in which: _ 

‘Figure '1 is a perspective view of one embodi 
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merit of my ‘new bottle carrier showing the bot- _' I 
tle carrier a-?ixed to six beverage bottles; ~' “ ' 

Figure 2 is a perspective view of my improved 
bottle carrier showing one form of arranging it 
for convenient shipment; 
Figure 3 is a top plane view of the blank form 

in which my improved bottle carrier is manufac 
tured; '‘ 

Figure 4 is a longitudinal sectional view on the 
line 4-4 of Figure 3; 

Figure 5 illustrates my improved bottle carrier 
in section in position to be placed over a plua 
rality of beverage bottles arranged in their nor-1 
mal vertical position as when they are in the orig 
inal case; - 

Figure 6 is a view illustrating my improved bot 
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_ tance 20 which is approximately one-half of the‘ 
distance between adjacent rows of bottles in‘ 
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tle carrier in section being moved downwardly " 
upon the bottles; , 
‘ Figure 7 is a view showing the bottle carrier 
in section being lifted upwardly and illustrat 
ing how the parts of the carrier cooperate with 
the bottles to maintain a tight hold; 

Figure 8 is a detailed sectional view showing 
the cooperation between the bottle carrier and 
each individual bottle; a 

Figure 9 is a detailed sectional view showing 
how the improved bottle carrier cooperates with 
a bottle having its cap removed. 
In the normal handling of beverage bottles 

from the sources of supply to the consumers, the 
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board is 'ai?at .sheetwith the bottle holes {ex 
tending ' therethrough. "The hand. hole 3 is 
formed by partially cutting the cardboard as at 
4 to form a three-sided ear 5 and fold-ing the 
earsbaok as at ‘16V The cardboard is folded back 
upon'iitseif atsfoldingrrlocations TI, 8;, 9,,10and H 
to form a. vertically arranged carryingportion 
.l'2’,~an~ upper :boix'tle- neck embracing Portion 43 
andfa lower, bot/tie embracing portion ‘16.. 

, The diameters 4-5 of; theholes 2 are-propor 
tinned slightly larger thanwthe overall diameter 
of the cap [6 and the upper neck portion ll of 
the bottles I8 with which‘ the bottle carrier is ’ 
to be used. The distance l9 between adjacent 
holes 2 is arranged to coincide with the normal 
distance between bottles in the case. Each of 
the inner series of holes 2 is separated from its 
inner adjacent folding locations 8,’ 9 by the dis 

the case. Thus when the upper bottle embrac 
ing sections l3 are in a ?at plane v(see Figure 6), I 
the distance 2| between the holes 2 is approxi 
mately equal to the distance between adjacent 
rows of bottles.‘ _ ' 

In assembling my improved bottle carrier, the 
blank is folded downwardly, Figure 3, at the fold 
ing location 1 between the two halves of section 
l2. The outer portions I3 and 14 of the two 
halves of the blank are then bent upwardly at 
the folding locations 8 and 9 between sections 12 
and I3. The outer portions M are then bent 
downwardly at the folding locations It and H 
between sections I3 and H. The earlike portions 
5 formed by the cuts 4 are then bent together 
along the folding locations 6 so as to form the 
carrying hand hole 3. The resulting assembly 
appears in section in Figure 5. 
The bottle carrier is secured to the bottles l8 
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by placing it over the bottles as appears in Fig 
ure 5, then by pressing it downwardly until the 
bottle embracing portions l3 and I4 approach 
a horizontal plane as appears in the solid line 
position Figure 6, by continuing downwardly over 
the bottles as appears in the dotted line portion 
in Figure 6 until the upper, flap_l3 is below the 
cap l6 of the bottle l8 and then by lifting up 
wardly as appears in Figure '7. The holes 2 in 
the upper flap l3 on their inward edge grip under 
the edge of the cap 16 and on their outer edge' 
grip the neck shoulder ll of the bottle. The 
lower holes 2 in the lower bottle embracing flap 
I4 rest around the neck of the bottles and coop 
erate in holding the bottles in proper vertical 
and aligned position. 
Figure 9 illustrates how the bottle carrier coop 

erates with the neck portion of a bottle when the 
cap is removed‘. - 
‘From the foregoing it will be apparent that my 

invention is possessed of many advantages. It 
a?‘ords a cheap, high quality carrier for carrying 
bottles, which carrier can be shipped conveniently 
to the retailer in flat blank form. The bottle 
carrier may be conveniently and easily assembled 
and may be conveniently and easily affixed to the 
bottles. 
While I have chosen to show my invention by 

illustrating and describing a preferred embodi 
ment, I have done so by way of example only, as 
there are modi?cations and adaptations which 
will become apparent to one skilled in the art 
within the teachings of the invention. Having 
thus complied with the statutes and having shown 
and described a preferred embodiment of my in 
vention, what I consider new and desire to have 
protected by Letters Patent is pointed out in 
the appended claim.‘ 

I claim: 
A device for supporting an article having, in 

downwardly progressive vertical order, an en 
larged portion, a restricting portion, a second 
enlarged portion, av second restricting portion and 
a neck portion, said device comprising a blank 
cut and scored from sheet material to form a 
suspending part and an article engaging part 
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with a fold line therebetween, said article engag 
ing part comprising a member extending in 
tegrally outwardly from the suspending part and 
foldable with respect thereto and a second mem 
ber having a free end foldable under the ?rst 
named member and integral with the outer end 
of the ?rst named member, the free end of said 
second member being independent of said sus 
pending part, said ?rst named member having a 
large article receiving aperture adapted to pass 
over the two enlarged portions of the article, 
every diameter of said aperture being larger than 
the diameter of the two enlarged portions of the 
article when said outwardly extending member is 
in a horizontal position and the lesser diameter 
of the horizontal projection of said aperture be 
ing smaller than the diameter of the two en 
larged portions of the article when the outwardly 
extending member is in an angular position 
whereby an inner portion of the circumference 
of said aperture embraces the article‘ beneath 
said ?rst enlarged portion and an outer part of 
the circumference of the said aperture embraces 
the second restricted portion of the article be 
neath said second enlarged portion in suspending 
an article from said ?rst part, and the said sec 

, ond named member having a large article receiv 
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ing aperture adapted to pass over the two 
enlarged portions and the neck portion of the 
article, every diameter of said aperture being 
larger than the diameter of the two enlarged 
‘portions of the article, so that said aperture 
embraces the neck portion of said article to 
maintain it in substantially vertical alignment. 

WILLIAM L. O’SULLIVAN. 
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